Great Cities Biomedical Engineering:
Florida International University
Virginia Commonwealth University
Indiana University—Perdue University, Indianapolis  Wayne State University
University of Massachusetts—Boston
Great Cities Biomedical Engineering:
Florida International University  Virginia Commonwealth University
Indiana University—Perdue University, Indianapolis  Wayne State University
University of Massachusetts—Boston
Great Cities Psychology [average of the five schools]:
University of Alabama—Birmingham
University of Illinois—Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Wayne State University
Georgia State University
Table 4.

City College and Great Cities Architecture Purchase Comparison - Art & Architecture Collection

- Visual Arts in General
- Sculpture
- Print Media, Printmaking, Engraving
- Photo
- Paint
- Numis
- Mus., C. & Coll
- Graph. Arts, Draw., Des.
- Dec. Arts, Appl. Arts
- Arts in Gen.
- Arch.

Great Cities Architecture:
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado--Denver
University of Illinois--Chicago

Portland State University
University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee
Table 5.

**Great Cities Chemistry:**
Georgia State University
Indiana University—Perdue University, Indianapolis
University of Houston

Virginia Commonwealth University
Wayne State University